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By Dr. M. Katakkar

Jaico Publishing House, Delhi, India. Softcover. Book Condition: New. Here is one of the most
fascinating and authentic works ever produced on the interpretation of lines on the palm.There is a
hidden meaning for every line that appears on the palm and the author has explored the occult
significance attached to each line and sign. Napoleon had said: Perhaps the face can deceive but
never the hand. This book is a concrete proof of what he said.The study of palmistry needs tenacity
and patience and sometimes a guru (teacher). But with this book you can study the abstruse
subject of palm-reading at ease and in your leisure time. This book describes all the essentials of the
subject which you can easily pick up.Printed Pages: 154.
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Very helpful to any or all category of men and women. It is definitely simplified but unexpected situations within the 50 % of your publication. I am very
easily could possibly get a pleasure of reading a composed ebook.
-- Dr . Ther ese Ha r tm a nn Sr .-- Dr . Ther ese Ha r tm a nn Sr .

I actually started reading this article ebook. I have got read and so i am certain that i will going to study once more yet again in the future. I am just very
happy to inform you that this is the finest publication we have read in my personal lifestyle and may be he finest ebook for ever.
-- Mr s. Clotilde Ha nsen II--  Mr s. Clotilde Ha nsen II
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